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We describe a new aligning technique that yields uniform planar or tilted orientation of a
nematic liquid crystal at different organic and inorganic substrates. The method is based on
the oblique irradiation of an aligning substrate with a partially collimated flux of accelerated
plasma. The sheet-like plasma flux is produced by an anode layer thruster with a race track
geometry of the discharge channel. For liquid crystals with a positive dielectric anisotropy
the technique produces two modes of uniform alignment: (1) with the easy axis in the
incident plane of the plasma beam; (2) with the easy axis perpendicular to the plane of
incidence. Mode 1 transforms into mode 2 as the irradiation dose increases. In mode 1, the
pretilt angle can be controlled by changing the parameters of irradiation such as incidence
angle, current density and particle energy. In mode 2, the pretilt angle is zero (planar
alignment). The azimuthal anchoring coefficient is relatively weak (Way1026 J m22) for the
first type of alignment and strong (Wao1024 J m22, comparable to rubbed polymer
substrates) for the second type. The two-mode alignment feature can be used to control
alignment properties and to create alignment patterns. The method is free from the usual
shortcomings of the traditional rubbing technique. We discuss possible mechanisms of the
two-mode alignment and show that plasma-induced modifications of the substrate
topography might be an important factor in liquid crystal alignment.

1. Introduction
Liquid crystal (LC) cells used in displays and other
applications are usually uniformly aligned. There are
three basic types of LC alignment: (1) planar alignment
with the LC director n parallel to one axis in the plane
of substrate; (2) homeotropic alignment with n
perpendicular to the substrate; (3) tilted LC alignment,
the angle h between the substrate and the director
(‘pretilt angle’) being different from 0‡ and 90‡. Many
applications require tilted alignment with a small pretilt
angle (hv10‡).
A uniform alignment of LCs is usually achieved by
an appropriate treatment of the bounding substrates.
The prevailing technique for planar/tilted alignment is
unidirectional rubbing of thin polymer films deposited
onto the substrates. However, this method often causes
surface deterioration, and the generation of electrostatic charges and dust on the aligning surfaces.
*Author for correspondence; e-mail: odl@lci.kent.edu

Moreover, the rubbing technique is often hard to
apply in situations where a non-trivial alignment
pattern is needed, as, for example, in the so-called
multidomain alignment.
Recent years have seen an increased interest in nonmechanical alignment techniques such as the photoalignment method [1,2], in which light irradiation
causes surface anisotropy of the bounding plates. The
method is relatively simple and yields highly uniform
planar or tilted alignment. However, the corresponding
strength of alignment, quantified by the so-called
anchoring energy coefficient, is relatively low; besides,
some photoaligned substrates have poor photo and
thermal stability. This appears to be caused by the
relatively weak changes that a UV/visible beam can
inflict upon the treated substrate. To strengthen the
aligning action, a deep UV treatment has been
suggested [3].
Another approach to non-mechanical planar or tilted
planar alignment is a treatment with oblique particle
beams [4–11]. The particles might be ions, neutral
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particles, electrons and mixtures thereof. With respect
to the treatment effect, two types of particle beam
alignment method can be distinguished. In the first
type, the beam is composed of particles that serve as
aligning material once deposited onto a bare substrate.
The deposition might be direct (thermal deposition [4],
etc.) or indirect (ion beam sputtering [5], etc.). In the
second type of treatment, the particle beam is used to
etch an aligning layer deposited prior to irradiation.
For example, Little et al. [6] suggested oblique
irradiation of the aligning films with ion fluxes of
high energy (1–3 keV). This method was further studied
by Sun et al. [7]. Recently, the IBM group modified this
procedure by using a flux of low energy ions
(50–300 eV) [8–10]. The principal advantage of this
innovation is that the ion beam affects only the very
top layer of the aligning film. This feature helps to
mitigate the generation of free radicals, which impair
the performance of LC displays (LCDs). According to
[8–10], the method provides excellent LC alignment on
both organic and inorganic substrates.
Another example of a particle beam is the plasma
flux in which the charge of the ions is compensated by
electrons. Sprokel and Gibson [11] proposed to expose
the bounding substrates to a ‘cold’ r.f. plasma carried
to the substrates by a directed gas stream; reaction
between plasma and substrate led to structures capable
of alignment. The plasma treatment through directed
gas streams can be used in both etching and deposition
regimes. It has been demonstrated that both regimes
are capable of producing strong planar alignment.
In the present work, we describe a different plasma
alignment technique in which the aligning substrate is
treated with a flux of plasma that is extracted and
accelerated electrostatically. This plasma flux is generated from a reliable and simple d.c. plasma source
known as the anode layer thruster (ALT). The
discharge channel in the ALT used has the shape of
a race track; the straight portions of this channel are
used to produce sheet-like fluxes. The ALT has been
designed to generate collimated particle fluxes from
practically any gaseous feed. Under certain operating
parameters, with an inert gaseous feed, the proposed
source yields etching conditions similar to those
described previously in [8–10]. An important difference,
however, is that our technique produces two modes of
planar LC alignment rather than the one described in
[8–10]. The two modes are both close to the planar
alignment and represent (1) tilted planar (with a small
pretilt h¡10‡) and (2) strictly planar (zero tilt, h~0)
alignments, with different geometrical (easy axis direction) and energetic (strength of anchoring) properties.

2.

Experimental

2.1. Ion source and irradiation procedure
The ALT belongs to a family of closed drift thrusters
(CDTs) [12]. The CDT is an electrodynamic thruster of
high thrust efficiency. In comparison with electrostatic
ion thrusters, closed drift thrusters have a simpler
construction. They do not require filaments or secondary electron sources to initiate the discharge current or
to neutralize the beam. Since the ions are accelerated
electrodynamically, no grids to extract and accelerate
ions are needed. Various types of CDT are used on
space satellites as ion rocket engines and in a variety of
plasma etching and plasma deposition systems [12].
An ALT scheme is shown in figure 1. The source has
permanent magnets at the inner and outer cathodes.
The anode is mounted in the space between the inner
and outer cathodes. Together these electrodes define the
size and shape of the discharge channel. The ion flux is
formed in crossed electric (E) and magnetic (H) fields
immediately within the discharge channel. It is part of

Figure 1. Scheme of anode layer thruster and irradiation
method. 1~outher cathode and N pole; 2~anode;
3~inner cathode and S pole; 4~plasma flux;
5~window; 6~body of vacuum chamber; 7, 8, and
9~gas valves; 10~substrate holder; 11~substrate.
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the d.c. plasma generated in the discharge area. For
more details, see refs. [12, 13].
The generated plasma flux has the shape of a hollow
cylinder with a cross-section determined by the shape of
the discharge channel. It may be circular or, as in the
ALT used here have a race track shape. The straight
portions of the race track profile are suitable for a well
controlled treatment of large area surfaces, provided
the sample can be translated and tilted.
Argon was used as the working gas for the
non-reactive treatment of the aligning substrates.
The pressure P in the source chamber was
(2–10)61024 Torr, and determined the current density
j of Arz ions. The ion energy was controlled by the
anode potential U, which was varied within the range
200–2000 eV{. Therefore, the following three plasma
irradiation parameters were independently varied: (1)
irradiation time texp; (2) current density j; (3) ion energy
E.
The substrate holder was mounted in a vacuum
chamber just under the discharge channel (figure 1).
The approximate distance between the plasma outlet
and the irradiated substrate was 6 cm; the substrates of
size of 30620 mm2 were irradiated slantwise. We used
two different sample settings with respect to the plasma
sheet (figure 2). The plasma beam incidence angle a was
varied between 0‡ (normal to the substrate) and 80‡; see
figure 1. To create alignment patterns, we used paper or
plastic masks placed on the substrates to be treated.
The beam intensity profile was characterized by
scanning a probe across the beam; the distribution is of
Gaussian shape (figure 3, curve 1). The half-width of
the beam intensity distribution corresponds to the cone
of the angle b<6‡ with the apex in the discharge area.
The beam divergence within this cone was further
analysed using a Faraday cup. The pinhole aperture of
the cup was oriented perpendicularly to the beam
propagation direction. The ion distribution behind the
aperture was estimated by measuring the current in the
concentric copper wire rings mounted on the bottom of
Faraday cup. This distribution is shown in figure 3,
curve 2. One can see that the majority of ions (w70%)
travel within the cone with the half angle c<3‡, i.e. the
particle beam is well collimated. However, some ions
have a path that diverges to rather large angles (w10‡).

{More precisely, the anode potential U determines the
maximum energy of the Arz ions. The energy spectrum of
generated ions is broad with the maximum at approximately
2
3 eU. In the following we consider maximum ion energy, i.e.
E~eU.

Figure 2.
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Two different types of sample orientation with
respect to the plasma beam.

2.2. Samples and methods of the LC alignment
characterization
We used a variety of organic polymers and inorganic
coatings as aligning substrates for LC cells. Among
them were polyimide PI 2555 purchased from Dupont,
and polyvinylcinnamate (PVCN) and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) from Aldrich. The polymers
were dissolved in an appropriate solvent and spin
coated on the glass plates over ITO electrodes; the
substrates were then baked to remove solvent. As
inorganic substrates, we mainly used bare glass slides
(microscope slides purchased from Fisher Scientific)
and ITO coated glass slides. We also used a-C:H films
obtained by plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition [14]. The irradiation conditions were optimized for
each type of substrate.
The LC alignment was studied by preparing two
types of LC cell: (1) asymmetric cells in which one
substrate was treated with the plasma beam, while the
second substrate had a rubbed polyimide layer;
(2) symmetric cells, in which both bounding plates
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3. Results and discussion
3.1. LC alignment
Uniform alignment in the LC cells with plasmatreated substrates is achieved for a wide range
of
irradiation
parameters:
j~0.5–30 mA cm22,
E~200–2000 eV, texp~0.1–20 min. These ranges overlap with those used by the IBM group [8–10]; however,
in contrast to their data, we observe two different
modes of LC alignment, see figure 4.
In mode 1, the easy LC axis is in the incident plane
formed by the direction of the beam and the normal to
substrate, and tilts in the direction of the beam; the
pretilt angle h is generally non-zero. In mode 2, the easy
axis is perpendicular to the plane of incidence, h~0.
Figure 5 shows that the transition from mode 1 to mode
2 is caused by the increase of current density of the
argon ions. Mode 2 appears initially in the area
irradiated with the central, most intensive part of the
beam, see figure 5. A similar alignment transition occurs
when the irradiation time increases, see figure 6. In

Figure 3.

Scheme illustrating the beam profile (curve 1) and
the beam divergence (curve 2).
Figure 4.

were irradiated with the plasma beam. To obtain a
uniform director orientation, the cells were assembled
in an antiparallel fashion, so that the plasma beam
treatment directions of the two opposing bounding
plates were antiparallel to each other. The cell gap was
kept by spacers of diameter 6 and 15 mm. The cells were
filled with the nematic LCs pentylcyanobiphenyl (5CB)
and ZLI4801-000 purchased from Merck.
The symmetric cells were used to measure the pretilt
angle by the crystal rotation method [15]. The
asymmetric cells were prepared to determine the
direction of LC alignment in the plane of the plasmatreated substrate. Cells with twisted director were used
to estimate the azimuthal anchoring coefficient as
described previously [16,17]. The azimuthal anchoring
was also characterized by the method suggested in [18];
in addition to the anchoring coefficient, this method
allowed us to elucidate the conditions of easy axis
gliding and LC alignment memory. Polar anchoring
was characterized by the ‘retardation vs. voltage’
method [19].

Irradiation geometry and LC alignment in the first
(a) and second (b) modes.

Figure 5. Photographs of a set of asymmetric cells viewed
between crossed polarizers. One plate of the cells
contains a rubbed PI layer, the other contains a PVCN
layer treated with plasma beam in geometry A, figure 2.
The plasma irradiation parameters are a~60‡,
E~600 eV, texp~10 min; the ion current density j is 1,
2, 5, 7, and 9 mA cm22 for cells 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5,
respectively. The cells are 15 mm thick and filled with
5CB. The figure shows the alignment mode 1 in cell 1,
regions with the 1st and 2nd alignment modes (dark and
bright areas, respectively) in cells 2, 3, and 4, and
alignment mode 2 in cell 5. The transition from dark to
bright texture is caused by a 90‡ reorientation of the LC
at the plasma-treated substrate. Cell area approximately
263 cm.
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Figure 6. Azimuthal angle of the LC easy axis at the plasmatreated PI substrate as a function of irradiation time. The
data are very similar for 5CB and ZLI 4801-000 nematic
LCs.

other words, the alignment type is controlled by the
irradiation dose. A change of ion energy does not cause
the transition from mode 1 to mode 2. Two-mode
alignment is observed for both sample settings shown in
figure 2 and for both nematic materials used in the
experiments.
Note that both these materials have a positive
dielectric anisotropy, Dew0; the same two-mode
alignment has been observed for other LCs with
Dew0. However, our preliminary data for materials
with Dev0, such as the mixture MJ961180 (Merck
Korea), reveal only mode 1 alignment with a high
pretilt angle (hw20‡). The trend is similar to the
behaviour of the Dew0 and Dev0 LCs aligned by
oblique deposition of SiOx coatings [20,21]. In the
following, we refer to materials with Dew0 only; the
differences in the alignment for Dew0 and Dev0 LCs
will be discussed elsewhere.
3.1.1. Alignment mode 1
A typical sample aligned in mode 1 is shown in
figure 7 (a). The pretilt angle is not zero and the LC
easy axis is in the plane of incidence. The pretilt angle
can be controlled in a relatively broad range 0‡vhv10‡
by changing the irradiation parameters; figure 8 shows
how h changes with the beam incidence angle a. The
functions h(a) measured for different aligning films are
non-monotonous with the maximum at a~40‡–50‡.
The variation of h with exposure time texp is presented
in figure 9. This curve is also non-monotonous with a
quasi-linear growth at small texp, saturation and rapid
decrease in the vicinity of the transition to mode 2. The
pretilt angle monotonously decreases with the ion
energy (anode potential), figure 10, which suggests

(a)
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(b)

Figure 7. Photographs of two asymmetric cells filled with
5CB viewed between crossed polarizers. The cells contain
a rubbed PI substrate as reference and a plasma-treated
glass slide as the object substrate. The object substrates
were irradiated through the mask with a rectangular
opening area in the middle of the substrate. The
irradiation geometry and the cell assembling process
were the same for both cells. The irradiation dose
corresponds to mode 1 in cell (a), and to mode 2 in cell
(b).The dark state of the oriented part of cell (a) implies
that LC alignment on the plasma-treated substrate is
parallel to the alignment on the reference substrate.
Analogously, the bright state of cell (b) shows that LC
alignment on the plasma-treated substrate is perpendicular to the alignment on the reference substrate. Both
cells demonstrate a high quality of LC alignment.

that for an ion energy corresponding to a voltage of
less than 300 V, one might achieve a pretilt angle larger
than 10‡. However, we could not verify this possibility
as the operating voltage threshold of our source was
about 300 V.
The azimuthal anchoring energy coefficient Wa in
mode 1 alignment has been estimated to be of the order
1026 J m22; this is comparable to values reported for
the surface memory effect [22] and photo-alignment
[23]. Thus mode 1 alignment is close to the alignment
mode reported by the IBM group [8–10] with the
exception that the azimuthal anchoring coefficient Wa
in our case is relatively low. Some other aspects of
mode 1 LC alignment, including the combination of
plasma treatment with phototreatment and rubbing,
can be found in refs. [24, 25].
3.1.2. Alignment mode 2
A LC cell aligned in mode 2 is shown in figure 7 (b).
The easy axis is perpendicular to the plane of incidence.
The pretilt angle is zero, h~0. The azimuthal anchoring
corresponding to mode 2 is strong, Wao561024 J m22
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Figure 8. The pretilt angle h vs. the plasma beam incidence
angle a for different substrates in 5CB cells. The
irradiation parameters for polymer and glass substrates
are j~8 mA cm22, E~600 eV, texp~1.5 min; and
j~2 mA cm22, E~500 eV, texp~1.5 min, respectively.
The cell gap in each case is 15 mm.

(which is the limit of our measuring methods). No
gliding of the easy axis is observed. The polar
anchoring coefficient is of the order 1024 J m22. The
results are similar for the polymer aligning films (PI,
PVCN, PMMA) and for bare glass and are comparable
to those usually reported for rubbed polymer aligning
substrates. The LC alignment of mode 2 type has
been previously described for some rubbing [26] and
photoaligning processes [27]. Two-mode alignment was
also observed for obliquely deposited SiOx films
[20,21,28], but not for etching techniques.
Note that many applications require simultaneously

Figure 9. The pretilt angle vs. irradiation time dependence as
measured for substrate PI2555 in the 5CB cell.
The irradiation parameters are a~50‡, j~8 mA cm22,
E~600 eV. The cell gap is 15 mm.

Figure 10. Pretilt angle vs. ion energy dependence obtained
for a PI2555 substrate in the 5CB cell. The irradiation
parameters are a~50‡, j~8 mA cm22, texp~1.5 min. The
cells gap is 15 mm.

a non-zero pretilt angle and a strong in-plane anchoring. ALT-generated plasma alignment can satisfy both
these conditions, if one uses a procedure of subsequent
steps of sample irradiation. For example, one can first
align the substrate in mode 2, then reorient the
substrate by 90‡ and plasma-align it again according
to mode 1 to cause a non-zero pretilt angle h. As
we verified experimentally, the resulting alignment
is
characterized
by
both
strong
anchoring
(Wao1024 J m22) and a non-zero pretilt angle
(0‡vhv5‡).

3.1.3. Alignment stability
In order to check the thermal stability of LC
alignment at the plasma-treated substrates, the cells
were exposed to prolonged heating at 90‡C over 3 h.
The heating treatment caused no substantial change of
alignment quality for either alignment mode. The
induced alignment is also photo-resistant; we observed
no deterioration of LC alignment after irradiation of
our cells with unpolarized UV light (15 mW cm22, 1 h).
The LC alignment quality does not degrade with
sample aging under room conditions. At the same time,
such aging may cause the decrease of pretilt angle. The
characteristic time of this process is several weeks
(figure 11). Pretilt angle aging can be explained by the
appearance of low-molecular mass products of plasma
etching at the substrate and their partial dissolution in
the LC. As figure 11 illustrates, aging effects in some
materials are less dramatic than in others. Therefore,
one can mitigate the negative impact of aging by a
proper material selection.

LC alignment by plasma-treated substrates

Figure 11. Pretilt angle vs. cell aging time for 5CB cells with
PI2555 and a-C:H substrates. Room conditions.

3.2. LC alignment mechanisms
The nature of LC alignment depends on a number of
factors. One of the most important is the direct
anisotropic interaction between the molecules of two
adjacent media. Another factor is topographical and
relates to the intrinsic elasticity of the LC: if the LC is
in contact with a non-flat substrate or in a non-flat
sample, it will align along the direction (or directions)
that yield the smallest energy of elastic distortions.
Using near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure
(NEXAFS) spectroscopy sensitive to surface layers,
Stöhr et al. [10] detected anisotropic distribution of the
molecular groups at the surface of aligning films treated
with an oblique ion beam. This anisotropy was
explained by postulating selective destruction of
molecular bonds by the ions. Qualitatively, a molecular
group that extends in the direction of the incident
oblique beam is less likely to be destroyed than a
molecular group that extends in the direction perpendicular to the beam.
Certainly, the mechanism of angularly-sensitive
destruction of molecular bonds outlined above might
play an important role in the aligning mechanism of the
present technique. However, the topography of the
substrates can also be important, as discussed below.
We studied the surface profile of the plasma-treated
substrates by atomic force microscopy (AFM, Nanoscope IIIa), figure 12. The plasma-treated surfaces
become rougher than untreated substrates (A, A’), as
seen in other studies [29]. In our case, plasma treatment
(in both modes) creates surface features of an average
size 10–100 nm, elongated along some preferred directions. In mode 1, these features seem to be randomly
distributed; they are elongated along the plane of
incidence (figure 12, B and B’). In mode 2 a rough
uneven ridge system develops and extends perpendicularly to the plane of incidence (figure 12, C and C’). As
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the system of ridges does not break the symmetry with
respect to the plane of incidence, no pretilt should be
generated in mode 2, as observed.
As demonstrated long ago by Berreman, for a
substrate that favours in-plane orientation the
‘groves’ and ‘ridge’ topography determines both the
direction (usually along the grooves) and the strength
of in-plane anchoring [30]. According to the Berreman
model for a sinusoidally modulated substrate, the
azimuthal anchoring coefficient Wa is determined by
the amplitude a and the wavelength
L of the surface
3
modulations, Wa ~ 12 Ka2 2p
.
With
the typical
L
a~0.4–1 nm and L~10–50 nm and the Frank elastic
constant K~10 pN, one arrives at Wa<(1026–
1024) J m22 which is within the range of experimental
data. Therefore, surface topography might be as
important as the selective chemical bond scission,
similar to the case of oblique deposition of SiOx
[4, 28]. Significant modification of the surface profile in
the present case of plasma etching and in SiOx
deposition might explain why the azimuthal anchoring
is stronger than in the case of photoalignment, which
usually produces smooth surface profiles [31, 32].
It is important to clarify which of the plasma
components (UV light, electrons, ions, neutral atoms)
plays the most significant role in LC alignment. To
elucidate the role of UV light, the photosensitive PVCN
film was irradiated with a plasma beam through a
quartz plate transparent for deep UV irradiation. The
UV/Vis spectrum of the film exhibited changes
confirming UV light action; however, this UV irradiation did not result in LC alignment. This, as well as the
fact of LC alignment at the plasma-treated nonphotosensitive substrates (glass and ITO), shows that
the UV component may play only a secondary role in
LC plasma-induced alignment. To test a hypothesis
that the LC alignment might be caused by the electron
component in the ALT flux, we used an indirect
experiment, by treating the substrates with a sheet-like
e-beam generated by the electron beam machine CB150
from Energy Sciences Inc. (USA). The operating
voltage and current density were 175 keV and
180 mA cm22, respectively. During irradiation the samples were positioned obliquely to the e-beam
(30‡vav70‡) and moved with a velocity of
0.19 m s21. These conditions correspond to an irradiation dose of about 100 kGy. The e-beam-treated
substrates show no aligning capabilities when used in
LC cells. These results, although very preliminary,
indicate that the main mechanism of alignment by
ALT-generated plasma fluxes involves primarily ions
and, perhaps, neutral atoms that might also be present
(in much smaller quantities) in the plasma flux.
Let us now discuss the possible mechanisms of the
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two-mode alignment. As mentioned above, similar
multi-mode alignment regimes have already been
described for alignment by rubbed polymer films [26],
photoalignment [27] and SiOx deposition [28]. In the
most popular rubbing technique, the director usually
aligns along the direction of rubbing. However, a
perpendicular mode of alignment, similar to the
aligning mode 2 described above, is also known, as
reviewed in a great detail recently [26]. Lee et al. [26]
demonstrated that, at least in the case of rubbed
polysterene films, rubbing might cause ‘grooves’
perpendicular to the rubbing direction. Physically,
such topography is natural, as many elastic bodies
and films develop wrinkles perpendicular to the shear
direction (the simplest experiment can be performed by
rubbing a skin with a finger).
In the photoalignment technique, in which the
topography changes little, the easy axis is determined
by the orientational distribution of photosensitive
fragment and their photoproducts. If there are different
types of fragment with different aligning tendencies,
one might observe several alignment modes [27].
In SiOx deposition [4, 5, 28], relatively small
deposition angles (40‡vav70‡) cause the easy axis to
be perpendicular to the plane of the incidence of the
particle beam. For grazing deposition (ao80‡), the easy
axis is in the plane of incidence with a tilt toward the
evaporation direction. This alignment transition is
explained by the experimentally detected change in
the anisotropy direction of the surface profile. Tilted
deposition results in the formation of elongated
elevations (needles, columns) tilted in the plane of
deposition. Their growth results in the merging of
individual needles into rows and also in a ‘selfshadowing’ effect, considered by Smith et al. [33].
The deposited grains prevent the new particles from
reaching the substrate in the shadow of the grain;
consequently, vacant regions are left in the film and
individual grains of material eventually join a twodimensional ridge structure, with the long axis perpendicular to the plane of incidence. The study of surface
topography suggests that the growing needles indeed
form rows elongated predominantly perpendicularly to
the plane of incidence. Depending on the ratio of the
width of the needle (and row) to the average repeat
distance between the rows along the direction of
deposition, the orientation might be of either first or
second type. Usually, with 40‡vav70‡ the alignment is
perpendicular to the deposition plane; the reason is that
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the repeat distance is relatively small and director
orientations other than perpendicular to the plane of
incidence would lead to strong elastic distortions. In
contrast, with grazing deposition, the rows of needles
are far apart and the LC can be aligned parallel to the
plane of incidence.
The topographic features observed in the plasma
etching technique are somewhat similar to those
detected for films obtained by deposition. The different
modes of alignment might be caused by an effect
similar to the self-shadowing effect above, as the etched
portions of the substrate, with the slope along the
direction of beam, are less exposed to the flux.
Apart from this ‘shadow’ effect, the topography
changes observed in the AFM studies and manifested in
the transformation of mode 1 into mode 2, might also
be related to other mechanisms, in particular, to the
finite divergence of the ALT plasma beam. Mode 2
might be provoked by ions that deviate from the
average direction of deposition. Indirect evidence for
this possibility comes from a rather surprising fact that
mode 2 alignment was never described for substrates
treated obliquely with ion beams generated by the
Kaufman plasma source [8–10, 34–37]. The irradiation
parameters in the cited experiments were probably in
the region of values where the topography does not
change enough to cause mode 2. Clearly, further studies
are needed to elucidate the mechanisms in detail.
3.3. Practical value
It is of interest to compare the technique to other
plasma methods that include deposition of various
films [38–40] and post-deposition treatments, mainly by
bombardment with reactive ions [41–43]. All these
methods are capable of producing various values of the
zenithal anchoring coefficient and pretilt angle but not
a uniform planar alignment; mostly because the
substrates are placed in the gas discharge area where
the plasma treatment is practically isotropic. Sprokel
and Gibson [11] proposed a directed plasma flux and
anisotropic treatment, which resulted in a uniform
planar alignment. This was achieved by the use of a
modified r.f. plasma etcher in which reactive plasma
was extracted and carried onto substrates by the gas
stream. In our experiments, plasma is extracted and
accelerated electrostatically to relatively low energies,
and treats only a thin layer of the substrate, similar to
the procedure described for ion beams [8–10]. Thus the
ALT source allows one to combine the advantageous

Figure 12. AFM images of the untreated (A) and plasma-treated glass substrates (B, C). The substrates B and C were treated for
alignment modes 1 and 2, respectively; the arrow shows the direction of the plasma beam. Frames A’, B’ and C’ are Fourier
transformations of the images A, B and C.
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anisotropic treatment with collimated plasma fluxes
and the optimized energies of ions. Note that the ALT
source can be scaled up to treat substrates of large size
(meters). Reliability, simplicity of construction, high
thrust efficiency and ease of treatment of substrates make
this source attractive for technological applications.
One of the main advantages of the described
procedure is that it yields several regimes of LC
alignment, namely:
(1) Mode 1. Planar alignment with a weak
azimuthal anchoring (Wa~1026–1025 J m22)
and relatively high pretilt angle h~(5‡–10‡).
(2) Mode 2. Planar alignment with strong anchoring (Waw1024 J m22) and zero pretilt angle.
(3) Subsequent treatment using combinations of
the basic two modes above; planar alignment
with strong anchoring (Waw1024 J m22) and
moderate pretilt angle h~(0‡–5‡).
Each of these regimes is attractive for modern LCD
technologies. The first alignment regime may be useful
for LCDs based on easy axis gliding [44]. The second
regime is promising for bistable nematic displays [45].
The third regime may replace the standard rubbing
procedure widely used in modern LCD technology.
This two-mode alignment opens new opportunities
for the patterning of LC alignment. For example, twodomain azimuthal patterning can be realized with only
one masking step, with no rotation of the substrate.
The processing scheme and photographs of a sample
aligned in this manner are presented in figure 13.
Evidently, all the patterning procedures described for
other etching alignment methods are feasible for our
case, too. Moreover, for sample patterning, the plasma
alignment method may be combined with other
methods of LC alignment.
The electro-optic properties of cells aligned by
plasma treatment are very similar to those of cells
prepared with the rubbing method [25]. We observed
no substantial differences in dielectric constants e’ and
e@, and in their frequency dependences, for LC cells
prepared by these two methods.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the proposed
aligning procedure is compatible with other vacuum
processes employed in LCD industry (ITO deposition,
TFT coating, vacuum filling of LCD, etc.). One might
expect that an entirely vacuum technological line for
LCD production could strongly reduce the well known
problems related to dust, humidity, air ions, etc.
4. Conclusions
We have presented a new ion/plasma aligning
technique that yields two basic modes of uniform LC
alignment on a variety of organic and inorganic

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. (a) The patterning scheme based on alignment
transition mode 1 to mode 2; (b) photographs of a LC
cell viewed between a pair of crossed and parallel
polarizers. The cell is asymmetric with one rubbed PI
substrate and one plasma-treated PI substrate. To obtain
the pattern, the whole area of the latter substrate was
first irradiated with the plasma beam (E~600 V,
j~8 mA cm22, a~60‡) for texp~2.5 min; the portions of
the substrate were then covered with the mask and the
remaining regions exposed to the same plasma beam for
an additional texp~10 min. The dark and bright areas of
the texture correspond to two different LC orientations
at the plasma-treated substrate: parallel and perpendicular to the alignment direction on the PI substrate,
respectively.

substrates: (1) tilted with the director in the plane of
incidence and (2) planar with the director perpendicular
to the plane of incidence and thus zero pretilt. The
plasma treatment results in anisotropic modification of
the aligning substrates; the different modes of alignment are related to different topographical features of
the treated substrates. In particular, in mode 2, one
observes series of ridges developing at the treated
substrate in a direction perpendicular to the plane of
incidence.
The alignment in both modes is of high quality with
a good thermal and photostability. The technique
allows one to control the pretilt angle and to obtain a
high in-plane (azimuthal) anchoring coefficient. The

LC alignment by plasma-treated substrates
two-mode alignment opens new opportunities for
patterning of the aligning substrates.
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